
INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to avoid the fact that the prime motivation of 
pharmaceutical companies to provide free drug samples to 
physicians is marketing. The provision of free drug samples strongly 
in�uences the physician's behavior and decision- making as 
physicians are more likely to prescribe expensive name- brand 
drugs provided as a sample by the pharmaceutical company (1). 
Physicians' acceptance of drug samples not only undermines the 
use of prescribing less expensive generic alternatives, but it also 
contributes to the poor quality of patient care and increasing 
healthcare cost (1,2).

DESCRIPTION 
A report published by the Kaiser family foundation in 2008 revealed 
that patients who receive free samples from their physicians are 
spending almost 40% more on their prescription drug cost (3). Since 
the patients get used to the brand name drugs they are never given 
information about less expensive similar generic or biosimilar drugs 
which might be available at a much lower cost (3,4). Thus, regulatory 
and control measures to dispense free drug samples would help to 
save extra money spent by patients on prescription drugs. 
Physicians should not be allowed to prescribe free drug samples 
without providing information about available alternative generic 
drugs (3).
     
Furthermore, a lack of written instructions of side effects, risks, drug 
interactions, doses on sample packages may confuse patients and 
can lead to misuse (5). In the event of the emergency, some patients 
can't even recall the sample drug name because of dispensed 
without detailed documentation (4,5,6). Physicians who choose to 
dispense free drug samples should reserve adequate time for 
patient counseling about sample use, risks, and dose (1,3). As for the 
question of recalling drug name, encouraging physicians to 
maintain up to date detailed documentation of a patient's medical 
history including the prescription of free drug samples can resolve 
misuse of drug sample and recalling concerns.
       
Free drug sampling needs to be regulated not prohibited as 
dispensing drug sample have some signi�cant bene�ts. As 
prescribing free drug samples for acute problems can lower the 
medication cost for indigent patients (7). Furthermore, free drug 
sampling allows patients to try out new medications in order to 
ensure tolerance and efficacy of a drug before purchasing the 
expensive drug (8). It also increases adherence to treatment for 
chronic conditions right away (9). If a patient's condition responds 
positively to a sampled drug than the physician can introduce to a 
patient with available generic or biosimilar drug in order to prevent 
wasteful trials of drugs, clearly the patient bene�ts.

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, I would like to say that regulations on providing free 
samples are also necessary for the physician's office.  Other major 
issue raised concerns about storage systems for drug samples. Due 
to the lack of strict storage instructions, samples tend to be stored in 
open shelves which can damage the chemical composition of the 
drugs (10).  By keeping these drugs in proper shelves and/or storage 
units will not only ensure the chemical integrity of the drugs but also 
will ensure that drugs are not being misused by the physician or the 
office staff. By being in proper storage there will be a proper 
accounting of the drug, it won't be overprescribed (1,2,10), and we 
can also limit the resale of the drug by a patient, doctor, office staff, 
doctor's relatives or by the patient themselves. By putting some 
regulatory measures, we might increase some cost on these free 
samples but overall it will help bring down cost of care for the 
patient, as by going through these regulations we can ensure that 
physicians and/or office staff are educating the patients about the 
alternative generic of the same drug which might be much cheaper 
compared to the brand name medicine which will eventually bring 
down the cost of the drug. This regulation should not only be placed 
on the doctors but also the drug manufactures and they should be 
penalized if they provide loose samples of the prescription without 
proper storage instruction and bookkeeping. 
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The improvements related to policy and legislation can create more competition in the pharmaceutical market. The 
improved pharmaceutical market competition would generate incentives for innovative medicines while 

regulating the distribution of free drug samples that lack value and have the substitute or alternative less expensive generic products. The 
provision of free drug samples strongly in�uences the physician's behavior and decision- making as physicians are more likely to prescribe 
expensive name- brand drugs provided as a sample by the pharmaceutical company. Physicians' acceptance of drug samples not only 
undermines the use of prescribing less expensive generic alternatives, but it also contributes to the poor quality of patient care and 
increasing healthcare cost.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a regulation regarding free drug samples that should be placed on the doctors and drug 
manufactures and they should be penalized if they provide loose samples of the prescription without proper side effects, drug interactions, 
doses, available generic drugs, storage instructions, and bookkeeping. 
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